FleetFocus is a suite of
application modules
designed to give a
complete view of cane
bins and transport
vehicles involved in
maintaining supply to
the mill and harvesting
groups.

FleetFocus
Central control mimic
provides view of fleet
deployment

The central control mimic has
a complete overview of the
ﬂeet deployment which is the
result of live data being published from all of the ﬁeld
input devices. Consequently, well informed re‐
deployments can be carried out through the day using this
live informa on.
This package is still under development, with stage 1 being
successfully trialled during the 2017 season. Stage 2
development is currently undergoing in-house testing and
will be ready for a major trial for the 2018 season.
BinShuttle

Loco drivers can drill
down from lines to
sidings to
individual bins

Easily select groups of
bins to be moved from
loco

A mobile applica on that is used by
the truck driver to relay bin
movements between ﬁeld pads and
rail sidings. This applica on allows the
driver to select bins being loaded or
unloaded.
These live movements are sent to the
mill via the 4G network and instantly
reﬂected in the Traﬃc Oﬃce Mimic.
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FleetFocus — Description
Traffic Office Mimic

Web based mimic

Mimic shows
all bin
movements in
real time

This web based mimic allows the ﬂeet management oﬃce to monitor the status of all
bins and vehicles involved in the total delivery cycle. Individual bins can be monitored
when empty bins leave the mill yard on a speciﬁc loco, moved onto rail siding,
transferred by truck to a load pad, or are ﬁlled and transferred back in a similar manner
to the full yard. Totals for bins both empty and full are displayed at each stage in this
cycle, on loco, siding, truck or load pad. At any stage during this delivery cycle, transport
management can determine the status of any bin or vehicle.
The Traﬃc Oﬃce Mimic displays a vehicle’s movements as they occur; inputs are from
the Empty Yard RFID reader, the LocoTel bin alloca on and BinShu le truck movements
modules. With this informa on being published in real me, management can make far
more informed decisions rela ng to both loco and truck movements. By having this up‐
to‐date informa on, both transport systems can be tuned and reﬁned to signiﬁcantly
improve eﬃciencies.
Once these full bins move into the Full Yard, this is part of the Cane Receivals Yard
Handling control processes.

Allows
management
to make
informed
decisions

Mobile app
used by the
truck driver to
relay bin
movements

Live
movements
sent to the mill
via 4G network

LocoTel
A mobile applica on that is used by the loco driver to relay bin movements to sidings.
This applica on allows the
loco driver to drill down from
lines to sidings and down to
individual bins. Groups of bins
are then easily selected and
moved from loco to siding and
vice
versa.
These
live
movements are sent to the
mill via the 4G network and
are instantly reﬂected in the
Traﬃc Oﬃce Mimic.

